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INTRODUCTION
Genetic Programming (GP) is a machine learning technique that writes computer programs, automatically.
Although individual researchers used GP techniques in the 1960’s and 1970’s, GP emerged as a distinct
discipline in 1992.63 Since that time, over one thousand academic studies have been published in the field
and, in 1998, commercial GP software – Discipulus – reached the market.20 Discipulus is an extremely fast,
linear GP system written for the Wintel platform. It runs about two orders of magnitude faster than firstgeneration GP software. Discipulus generates C/C++ and assembly language programs that map process
inputs to outputs.
This paper reports results from testing Discipulus on three very difficult environmental engineering
problems. It also reports the results of attempts to “fool” Discipulus into inducing a false relationship by
memorizing training data. The test problems presented here all involve real-world environmental
engineering data from projects that have million-dollar-plus implications. The problem domains include
waste incineration facility simulation, soil stabilization mix design, and an in-situ technique for inferring
geotechnical properties.
In brief summary, the Discipulus GP software generated high-precision models for each of these problems,
with good generalization properties. The evolved solutions performed at least as well as – most often
significantly better than – solutions derived from well-conducted neural network studies or other analysis
techniques applied to the same problems. The evolved models have been or are being used to develop
process prediction or control algorithms.
All analyses below have been conducted by, or under the direction of, a licensed Professional Engineer.
MACHINE LEARNING
Machine Learning is a process that maps a set of input data to known target output data. For example, if
the true mapping function is described as y=f(xi), the approximated mapping function (derived by the
computer) is described as y= fˆ (xi), where xi is the ith input variable. The evolved program is, therefore, a
knowledge representation of the underlying data information, which can be used to predict and optimize
processes, as merited. The goals of deploying the machine learning technique on engineering challenges
are:
•

Determine which inputs (xi) contain the most relevant information to describe the output information.
This is known as data mining, and

•

Develop the mapping function y= fˆ (xi) that relates the input information to the output information.
This is known as knowledge discovery.

Using machine learning to map a series of inputs to outputs where the relationships are unknown provides a
significant benefit in many areas of science and industry, including dynamic and batch manufacturing
process control optimization and remote exploration, as discussed below, just to name a few.

THE SPEED PROBLEM IN MACHINE LEARNING
Almost all Machine Learning technologies are computationally intensive, whether implemented as genetic
algorithms, genetic programming, simulated annealing, analytical neural networks, or decision trees. Often,
the speed of obtaining a solution, or more precisely the lack of speed, is a major hindrance in machine
learning deployment. Most machine learning systems are forced to limit their search for good solutions
because of speed limitations. More important, few machine learning systems can afford to perform
hundreds of runs to produce a single “great” solution to a problem. Yet, hundreds of runs is often precisely
what is needed to generate a high-precision solutions to difficult engineering problems.7
The Discipulus GP system uses AIMLearning Technology. “AIM” stands for “Automatic Induction of
Machine Code”. AIMLearning and Discipulus deal with the machine learning speed problem by brute
force – they evaluate solutions in processor specific machine code.1-14 Machine code implementations are
sixty to two-hundred times faster than other methods of genetic programming.1-14, 64 To get a sense of how
much faster this technology is than other machine learning systems, running an AIMLearning based system
on a single computer is equivalent to running other machine learning software on about one hundred
computers, operating in parallel. Viewed another way, for very complex problems, AIMLearning may take
a few days on a single computer to generate a reasonable solution, other techniques would be require
months or years of run-time on the same computer.
While a speed-up of sixty to two-hundred times would seem, at first blush, to be overstated, it has been
repeatedly duplicated1-14 and has been independently verified by researchers at Jet Propulsion
Laboratories.64 The author’s personal experience with Discipulus is consistent with a speedup of this
magnitude. Indeed, the speed of AIMLearning based systems like Discipulus was one of the principal
reasons for choosing Discipulus for this study.
From an engineering perspective, a few days is acceptable, a few months is not. In practice, we have found
that good solutions to simple systems are evolved on the order of minutes to hours once the data sets are
prepared and validated. For complex systems, like the incinerator data discussed in Solution Set-#1, it took
Discipulus about twenty-four hours to solve the carbon dioxide equation on a dual processor machine. This
speed allows the analyst to ability to make many more runs to investigate relationships between data and
output, assess information content of data streams, uncover bad data or outliers, assess time lag
relationships between inputs and outputs, and the like. The analyst can also evaluate more feasible solutions
than before possible. This results in better performing — more robust and optimal — final solutions to the
challenge.
THE SELECTION OF GENETIC PROGRAMMING FOR THIS STUDY
Many researchers use Analytical Neural Networks (ANN) for machine learning applications.15-18
AIMLearning techniques could have been used to implement machine-learning techniques other than GP,
such as ANN. Nevertheless, we selected GP as the technology of choice for this work for the following
primary reasons:1-14,19
1.

Transparency of Solutions. Where a Professional Engineer must certify a project, GP solutions are
usually more acceptable than ANN based solutions. GP solutions are computer programs that can be
inspected, documented, evaluated, and tested. The investigator may examine the GP solutions to
understand the nature of the derived relationship between input and output data.
This process often helps uncover relationships that were heretofore unknown. It also permits the
engineer to understand how the GP-evolved solution works. This avoids solutions that are a good-fit,
but physically non-sensible. By way of contrast, the ANN solution is essentially a black box when it
comes to this level of critical analysis.

2.

Simultaneous Induction of Structure and Contents. Genetic Programming evolves both the
structure and the constants to the solution simultaneously. A comparable technique in the ANN
approach is to use a Genetic Algorithm (GA) to optimize the structure of the neural network, then use

the back propagation technique to optimize its weights. This stepwise approach is more cumbersome
and less efficient than GP’s approach as well as being extremely slow.
3.

Input Variable Filtering. Discipulus GP strongly discriminates between relevant input data and
inputs that have no bearing on a solution.20 In other words, Discipulus performs input variable
selection as a by-product of its learning algorithm. By way of contrast, ANN systems have little
capability in this regard – the work of variable selection is usually a manual job for the investigator.
Filtering out irrelevant inputs can be very useful – the investigator can examine the evolved programs
and see which input variables have been included and to what extent. The investigator can also see
which inputs have been omitted in the final solution. With this information, the solution can be
compared to process knowledge and judged as to whether it makes sense or is a non-sensible
mathematical abstraction. This is a very key attribute of GP when applied to mission critical
applications that model physical processes.

4.

Generalization vs. Memorization. The proprietors of Discipulus GP claim that it has been carefully
designed to avoid overfitting and memorization, a problem that constantly plagues ANN developers.
We were very curious to find out whether that claim would be borne out in actual runs on real-world
engineering data.

THE GENETIC PROGRAMMING ALGORITHM
Genetic Programming is a form of machine learning that automatically writes computer programs. It uses
the principle of Darwinian Natural Selection to select and reproduce “fitter” programs. GP applies that
principle to a population of computer programs and evolves a program that predicts the target output from a
data file of inputs and outputs.14 The programs evolved by GP—in this case C/C++ and assembly code—
represents a mapping of input to output data.
Discipulus implements a steady state GP algorithm as follows: 20,21
1.

Initialize a Population of Programs. Create a population of randomly generated programs.

2.

Tournament Contest. Randomly select four programs from the population. Evaluate them for how well
they map input data to output data. This step is known as the program “fitness” evaluation. Two
programs are selected as winners, and the other two are tagged as losers.

3.

Transform the “Winner” Programs. The two “winner” programs are then copied and transformed
probabilistically by:
•

Exchanging parts of the “winner” programs with each other to create two new programs
(crossover); and/or

•

Randomly changing each of the tournament winners to create two new programs (mutation).

4.

Replace the “Loser” Programs. Replace the “loser” programs in the population with the transformed
“winner” programs. The winners of the tournament remain in the population unchanged.

5.

Iterate Until Convergence. Repeat steps two through four until a program is developed that predicts the
behavior sufficiently.

THE FOUR PROBLEMS STUDIED IN THIS PAPER
The Discipulus GP system was tested with four data sets, including: (1) three real-world data sets
representing three very difficult, albeit typical, environmental engineering problems; and (2) a chaotic timeseries. The three environmental engineering data sets are:

•

Dynamic Process Simulation: Manufacturing processes where the physics and chemistry is complex
and not well understood (Solution Set # 1);

•

Batch Manufacturing: Predicting the strength, permeability and chemical stability of process designed
materials (Solution Set #2);

•

Remote Exploration: Inferring material properties via remote sensing (Solution Set # 3).

In addition, we attempted to deceive the Discipulus into learning false relationships between inputs and
outputs with a fourth solution set (the chaotic time-series data), which we refer to as the False Positive
Relationship Protection data set.
SOLUTION SET #1 -WASTE INCINERATION FACILITY (Dynamic Process Simulation)
Predicting the output of an industrial process is critical for efficient optimal operation as well as
compliance with environmental discharge permits. This process is so critical that approximately 10% of
new plant construction capital outlays are spent on process control equipment.22-23
To test the Discipulus GP software, the performance of a waste incineration plant was modeled using realtime typical operational data collected hourly over a one-week period at the Consolidated Incinerator
Facility (CIF) at the Department of Energy Savannah River Site (DOE-SRS). The CIF processes a variety
of solid and aqueous waste, using a combination of a rotary kiln, a secondary combustion chamber, and an
off gas scrubber system. The process was chosen for two reasons:
(1) It is a very complex system consisting of variable fuel and waste inputs, high temperatures of
combustion, and high velocity off gas emissions; and
(2) We had previously attempted to model this process in a well-designed study with a good quality,
commercial, neural network system. In that study, we failed to achieve commercially acceptable results.25
Data for eleven input variables and twelve output variables, describing the CIF process, was collected as
follows:
Process Inputs
•
•

Rotary Kiln (lb./hr): Fuel Oil (flow), Liquid Waste (flow), Solids (air flow), Solids (flow), Solids
(average flow), Fuel Oil (air flow), Liquid Waste (air flow), Aqueous Waste (flow)
Secondary Combustion Chamber (lb./hr): Fuel Oil (flow), Fuel Oil (air flow), Steam (flow)

Measured Process Outputs
• Rotary Kiln (lb./hr): Temperature
• Secondary Combustion Chamber: Temperature, O2 (percentage), CO2 (concentration as PPM)
• Off-gas: 4 measurements of CO2 (PPM), 2 measurements of O2 (percentage) and 2 measurements
of duct flow (scfm).
The results for temperature simulation of the Rotary Kiln Incineration process unit are shown on Figure 1,
and the off-gas discharge rates (scfm) are presented in Figure 2. The Discipulus GP technique was able to
simulate these output variables to within an average of 1.3% of their measured value, with no value
exceeding a 9% deviation. Figure 3 shows the results for the carbon dioxide (ppm-CO2) emissions for the
last three (72 hours) burn cycles. Note that the GP solution was able to mimic this very complex and
dynamically changing output variable quite well; R2 is 0.993 and the total mass balance error was about
1%.

These results allow the prediction of air emissions from the process to be both computed and/or predicted
from the input information alone. The importance of these results cannot be overemphasized. The potential
impact for cost savings in Clean Air Compliance activities is very substantial.
These results can be combined with Enterprise Resource Planning information to optimize plant production
operations – subject to not exceeding air emission limits in real-time. This can be accomplished via process
control software and other operations optimization techniques to create optimal manufacturing operations,
including unmanned operations, using adaptive control strategies24. An example of the SAIC Process
Control Prediction and Optimization tool (demonstration version) is shown on Figure 4.
SOLUTION SET #2 – SOIL STABILIZATION (Batch Process Material Design)
In-situ stabilization of radioactive or heavy metal residue in waste lagoons is an environmental remediation
process receiving global attention.26-32 The remediation process consists of mixing the polluted residue with
a certain amount of grout – typically with a dual33 or single34 auger – to form a solid product that
significantly reduces the mobility of the contaminants.
But the process of mixing the pollutant and grout is not simple. Engineers know the grain size and grout
composition. The key properties of the resultant solid mixture are:
•

Material strength (UCS – Unconfined Compressive Strength);

•

Hydraulic Conductivity: the ability for the material to resist water from migrating through it; and

•

Leachability Index: a measure of the leaching of a contaminant of concern should the material be in
contact with water.

We reviewed over five hundred relevant references and made inquiries of several industry experts to
determine if any solution existed that could predict these three stabilized waste properties using only grain
size and grout composition for inputs. We did not find any such solutions.
We chose to model the UCS variable because it is the best single indicator of complete mixing of the grout
with the waste lagoon material. If the grout is not well mixed with the waste material — which would be
indicated by a very low UCS value — then the mixing would be deemed incomplete and the waste material
is neither solidified nor stabilized. In making this comparison, it is important to understand that the UCS
measurement is itself, quite noisy. We have estimated the measurement error to be plus or minus 25% of
the measurement amount. Thus, evolved solutions that make predictions within 25% of the measured value
are good solutions.
The Discipulus GP technique35 was applied to estimate UCS value of the manufactured product, using only
grout composition and grain size as inputs. The results for the UCS property are shown on Figure 5. In
brief, the Discipulus GP output was able to predict 85% of the variance of the UCS values (R2=0.85). All
predictions were within the 25% measurement error discussed above for this parameter. (Although graphs
are not included, Discipulus was also applied to the other key output parameters, Leachability Index and
Hydraulic Conductivity. Discipulus evolved programs that predict these parameters to within 10% and one
order of magnitude, respectively.) The programs evolved by Discipulus for all three parameters make
predictions that are well within acceptable margins of error for their intended purpose.
This technique can easily be extended to other batch manufactured materials in many industries.
SOLUTION SET #3 – REMOTE SENSING VIA CONE PENETROMETER TO INFER
SUBSURFACE PERCENTAGE OF FINE-GRAINED SEDIMENT (Remote Exploration)
Grain size is a very important property of soils. Grain size affects the soil’s ability to transmit water, which
is important in water resource planning and subsurface contaminant fate and transport modeling, as well as
soil structural properties for foundation engineering and the like. One measure of grain size distribution is
the percentage of sediment grains smaller than a specified size.

The conventional method for collecting the grain size distribution in soils is to excavate a soil sample and
analyze it in a laboratory using a series of sieves. Alternatively grain-size distribution may be inferred insitu by a sensing device known as a cone penetrometer (CPT). The CPT consists of a rod with a conical tip
and friction sleeve that is pushed forcefully into the ground. During insertion, the penetrometer measures:
(1) the resistance of the soil normal to the tip of the CPT; (2) the frictional or tangential stress generated
along the sleeve located behind the conical tip; and often (3) the groundwater pressure in soil pores. A
function that maps tip resistance, sleeve friction and pore pressure to the percentage of fine-grained soil in
the subsurface would allow rapid, cost effective collection of geotechnical data.
The Discipulus GP technique was applied to a data set consisting of known CPT data as well as the
corresponding percentage of fine-grained soil. The results are shown on Figure 6. The R2 value of this
relationship is 0.88, which is an improvement over the next best available analysis result of R2 of 0.81. This
improved relationship is more than acceptable for its intended purpose. (Interim results from another CPT
data set analysis project show improvement of the predictive relationship for percent fines from R2=0.45
using a linear regression to R2=0.69 for Discipulus GP.)
This technique has wide ranging applications to evaluating remotely collected data to infer other
geotechnical properties such as hydraulic conductivity, interpret geophysical surveys such as
electromagnetic and ground penetrating radar surveys, identify unseen conditions such as buried structures
or ordnance and locate mineral deposits or oil/natural gas reserves.
TESTING GENERALIZATION
The company that developed Discipulus claims that GP in general, and Discipulus, in particular, are not
nearly as prone to memorization and overfitting problems as are neural networks and decision trees. There
is, in fact, some good published support for the good generalization properties of AIMLearning-based
systems.7
This section reports the results of tests to date of the generalization capabilities of Discipulus. To date, three
separate tests have been run. Two of these tests validate solutions evolved by Discipulus for the problem
sets described above on independent, validation data. The third tests the generalization capabilities of
Discipulus by presenting it with chaotic time series data, where there is no relationship, to see if Discipulus
will find a false relationship.
The results of these three tests of generalization are:
Rotary Kiln Carbon Dioxide Prediction Data
For the Rotary Kiln Incineration and off-gas discharge data sets, the validation work is currently ongoing.
As part of those tests, an extensive separate study tested the Discipulus evolved carbon-dioxide emissions
results on validation data on which the GP algorithm was not trained. In that study, the Discipulus GP
system evolved solutions that fit the CO2 validation data very well, R2 = 0.96.65
UCS Soil Stabilization Data
When we ran the UCS Soil Stabilization data discussed above, we trained Discipulus on data from three
soil basins. The best, evolved program was run on data from a fourth, and physically separate, soil basin.
The results were within the 25% error measurement on the UCS data discussed above.
Chaotic Time Series Data
In order to further assess whether the Discipulus GP system was fabricating results or memorizing input
data, a chaotic times series was constructed in an attempt to deceive Discipulus into predicting an
unpredictable relationship. This chaotic series is characterized by the output values wandering randomly
about within a range of values. The important point about this chaotic time series is that the information
content of the preceding values is not sufficient to predict the next value. In this circumstance, if the GP

technique found a relationship on this chaotic series, the claims of its proprietors regarding memorization
and overfitting could be rejected.
The time series used was constructed via a physical process experimental technique discussed in Scientific
American. This time series meets the above criteria – to wit, the information content of the values for the
any number of preceding time steps is unrelated to the next value in the sequence.36 To gather these data, a
cylinder was constructed and filled with mineral oil. Drops of colored water were then metered into the
column at varying flow rates. Some of the drops coalesce into larger drops on their way down. Others reach
the bottom without combining with other drops. Each time any drop of the colored material reaches the
bottom, we recorded how many colored drops had combined on their way down to form that drop. In all,
we generated a time series of over eight hundred data points.
We then configured Discipulus to train on a data set configured as follows: (1) The inputs were comprised
of eight consecutive values from the drop data; and (2) the target output was the next-in-sequence value of
the drop data. Various attempts were tried to trick the technique, including varying the functions that were
available for evolving the solution.
The results of the analysis are shown on Figure 7. The genetic programming technique was not fooled by
this data set. It evolved a program that was approximately a linear representation of the average value of the
data set but did not memorize or fit the noise. Not generating a false relationship is a very important result
and provides as much credence to the Discipulus GP technique as do the above three sets of results on the
environmental engineering data.
DISCIPULUS INTEGRATION WITH THE SAIC KNOWLEDGE-SLEUTH TOOL-KIT
The SAIC KnowledgeSleuth Tool-Kit is a comprehensive set of programs for integrating data and
information to generate the knowledge needed to facilitate optimal decision-making. Discipulus is both a
stand-alone application and a component of this tool-kit. The tool-kit consists of three main components,
the data acquisition, analysis and knowledge discovery and decision support. The data acquisition
component is implemented via an agent-based tool “AgentMiner”. This tool integrates various databases
and warehouses, legacy, Intranet, Internet or otherwise, to act coherently as a whole37. The technology is
written in JAVA hence can run on any platform and is JDBC and ODBC compliant and can link to virtually
any data source. The user than runs a single query from a single station, and all data sources are queried,
the results compiled, and displayed or stored in a file. The analysis component consists of a variety of
artificial intelligence, machine learning and other techniques that are used to make sense out of the
information. Representative techniques include genetic programming, genetic algorithms, analytical neural
networks, rule-based classifiers, statistics and other soft computing techniques38-49. Decision support
techniques for optimizing decisions, including stochastic scenarios, are then invoked50-62. Discipulus, and
AIMLearning technology in general, is a very effective algorithm, which vastly improves the performance
of this tool.
CONCLUSIONS
AIMLearning Genetic Programming, through the software package Discipulus, is ready for immediate,
production-level implementation. This is based on the following findings:
•

AIMLearning based systems were able to solve real problems that heretofore were difficult, if not
impossible, to solve with conventional methods. This is a result of both the genetic programming
technique and its implementation at the machine code level.

•

The AIMLearning implementation in machine code is, in fact, sixty to two hundred times faster
than other methods of Genetic Programming.

•

AIMLearning solutions are packaged as C/C++ code or assembly language, which translate
directly into process prediction software applications, embedded applications, and control
algorithms.

•

AIMLearning solutions appear to have excellent generalization properties, an important advantage
over ANN and decision tree derived solutions.

In conclusion, this new technology is a valuable addition to the SAIC Knowledge Sleuth Tool-Kit.
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